
Our growing company is looking for a software test specialist. Please review the
list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for software test specialist

We are hoping that once you join us, we will be able to offer you
opportunities in other teams on site in Moscow, like for example a potential
move to development team, if you are up for it
You will be working in a diverse technical team with exposure to many
technical areas and domains
You will be part of organization which i and has been a market leader in its
field for 35 years
Understand & emulate how end user (the customer) will use software and
develop procedures to test accordingly
Participate as a member of an agile team building enterprise applications and
services
Write well designed, documented, testable and efficient code
Establish automated testing procedures to ensure application is thoroughly
tested before release
Demonstrate ability to work within an agile team collaborate with many other
teams on design and implementation strategies
The candidate will be responsible for contributing to all facets of the CAFTAS
upgrade project and maintenance of existing applications and databases
Drive this and other projects through the entire SDLC

Qualifications for software test specialist

Example of Software Test Specialist Job Description
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Knowledge and experience of Linux admin experience is a must
Manages scheduling to ensure efficient and effective product testing
Translate how User Experience Subject Matter Experts work into technical
solutions/applications/automation scripts and rapidly deploy to improve
device test/specifications/requirements coverage, robustness
Automation experience using Selenium / Web Driver and build / deploy tools
Understanding of key protocols such as Http, https, TCP/IP, telnet, UDP,
SMTP is a plus


